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This invention is a new article of manu' 
facture adapted -to be used as a retainer in 
the various arts. For example, it may be 
used in the hanging of picture frames or 

5 other articles on walls> or by varying the 
well adapted for the se 

curing of .composition shingles to a roof. 
In fact, by variations in shape and size, the 
invention is susceptible to an infinite num 

"U ber of uses without departing from the 
spirit or scope' of the invention. ` _ 
In its broad aspect the invention com 

prises a Abody portion provided with one 
or more spikes' or rongs Íormed integral 

15 with the body portlon and stamped there 
from, said-body portion and prongs being 
stamped from', al blank, wherein the prongs 
are formed by stamping from the blank one 
or more portions thereof extending into the 

3U body of the blank from one or more ofthe 
edges of such blank. In every embodiment 
of the invention, the prong portion ofthe 
blank extends from one edge of the blank 
into the body of the blank and terminates 

'-15 within its edges. >This manner of forming 
the retainer is believed to be broadly novel. 
Other> portions of the blank are preferably 
lbent or stamped into the form of one or 
more keepers of appropriate shape. , 

' liso In practically carrying Outvthe invention, 
sheet metal is stamped to form a blank and 
then by stamping and forming operations, 
each blank is manipulated'into the >form of 
a- ret-ainer with the prongs formed as de 

:5 scribed and one or more keepers are simul 
ltaneously stamped up in appropriate rela 
tion to the prongs to .fuliill'the function for 
which the retainer isV const-ruote .i The re 
tainer of _ this invention is economical to 

i9 manufacture, is not susceptible of a turning 
movement when in position. and will etti-f 
ciently retain articles on the wall, shingles >011 
the roof and otherdevices in proper places. 

Features of the invention,“other than those 
45 specified, will be apparent from the herein 

after detailed description and claims, when 
read in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings. . 
The accompanying drawings illustrate 

i0 diñ'erent practical embodiments of the in 
vention, but the constructions therein shown 
are to be ' understood as illustrative only, 

' and not as defining the limits of the inven 
t-ion. Y ' ' 

Figure 1 is a sheet metal blank from 

.along the lines 2, 
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which the retainer. oí Figure 2 may be 
' formed. 

Figure 2 is a retainer stamped from the 
blank of Figure 1; and, ‘ 
Figures 3, 4, 5, 'and\6 are modiíied forms 

of retainer, all embodying thel present in 
vention. y ` . i 

Referring first to Figures 1 and 2,' the 
former figure rshows a rectilinear blank 1 
which is adapted to be -cut by suit-able dies 

2 to form a convergent 
or wedge shaped spike portion _3. , It will' 
be noted that the lines 2, 2 intersect at the 
free edge ot the blank, so that the spike 
portion _3 extends. from the edge 4 ot the 
blank-'into the body of suchblank and ter 
minates at a spa-ced’ distance from the cppo 
site ends 5 of the blank._ In other words, 
'the spike portion extends into the blank and 
to a ‘point remote from its edges. .y After 
the blankhas> been cut`along the lines 2, 2, 
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>it is bent along the line »6 to position the 
prong or spike 3 in an ular relation to the 
remainder of the blanIç. In practice, the 
prong may extend at right angular rela 
tion >tothe blank or in any other angular rc 
lation appropriate to the particular use to 
which the retainer is to be put. Afterv bend 
'ing the blank along the line 6 to form the 
spike 3, the blank’is further bent aloiigthc 
lines 7 to form keepers 8, 8, whereupon the 
retainer is complete. The‘keepers may man 
ifestly be of any suitable shape, but the sim 
plest form of retainer is shown in Fig 
ure 2. 

It will be noted that the spike is widest 
atA its base so that it is strongest at the point 
where it joins the body portion 9 of the ' 
retainer. Moreover, the body ,portion is sub 
stantially bifurcated by the cutting away of 95 
the spike, but this bifurcation is produced 
by a tapering cut so that where the keepers 
are formed, the arms of the body portion ` 
are at substantially thevwidest. In other y 
words, the keepers are formed at the point 1,00 
where the body portion is the strongest and 
the body portion joins the spike where the» ' 
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»spike is the strongest." These parts of the 
body portion between the keepers and the 
lspike are', in practice, generally subjected 105 
only to tension »without any appreciable 
bending strain and it ywill therefore ap ear 
that the disposition of the metal is suc as 
to give maximum strength for the material ' l o’. ' 

' l 

used. 
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The structure of Figure 3 difers from 
that of Figure 2 only in that an additional 
spike ‘and an additional keeper .are added. 
Thus, in this ligure, Qtl is the body portion, 
3.a, 3“~ are the spikes and 8a, 8“ and 8“, are 
the keepers. ` 

. The structure o‘f‘Figure 4 is practically 
the same so far as the spike~ portions are 
concerned as the structure of Figure 3, but 
the keepers-are formed> from the body por 
tion 9b in a diíferent manner. These keep~ 
ers Share stamped out of the body portion 
instead of being bent up from one edge 
thereof. The spike` portions 3b are .formed 
in the same manner as in Figure 3. 
The structure of 'Figure 5 is, practically 

speaking, a duplication of the structure of 
Figure 2Ájoined end to end and positioned 
in angular relation to one another. Thus 
the elon ated body portion 9“ is provided at 
each end7 with kee ers 8c and between each 
two keepers a spik portion 3° is stamped 
out. ' 

In Figure 6, I have shown the invention 
as constructed in the form ci' a picture hook 
to hang pictures from a picture molding. 
The body portion ̀ 9d _is formed at its lower 
end with t'wo'keepers 8d, while at its oppo 
site end, it is bent to ‘form a single. curved 
keeper 8d“, This latter keeper is adapted to 
hook over apicture molding and the piwcture 
Wire is adapted'to engage with the‘keepers , 
8d. The single prong 3d stamped out from 
the body portion, as hereinbefore described, 
is made relatively short and is adapted to 
be pressed into the wall to keep the device 
from shifting or swinging on the molding. 
The several embodiments of the invention 

shown in the drawings are only illustrative 
ot a great numberof structures which :might 
be constructed in accordance vwith the pres 
ent invention and the particular configura 
tion of these several structures would, inani 
festly, depend upon` the particular use to 
which they are to be put in the several arts. 
For instance, the retainer oi this invention 
may be employed to mount pictures, book 
trames, mirrors, etc. on a wall, or ifor at 
taching strip shingles to a root or for hold 
ing down individual shingles or roll roofing 
at the weather edge thereof or fornumerous 
other purposes when the invention is made 
'in the smallersizes. It the device is made 
in larger sizes, it may be used for various' 
otherpurposes, for hat racks, coat racks and 
other analogous uses wherein, manifestly, 
the keeper will be formed ot a shape a pro 
priate to the particular use to which` the 
device is adapted.v lt is obviously not prac> 
tical ‘to show all forms of which 'the _inven 
tion is susceptible and the accompanying 
drawings are merely illustrative. For these 

` Leanser' 

reasons, the invention is to be understood 
as fullyA commensurate with the appended 
claims. . ` 

The invention also resides in the method 
65 

of manipulatingl the blank in the form of a. ` 
retainer as described. 

 Having thus fully described ~the inven 
tion, Awhich I claim as new and desire to 
secure by Letters Patent is: 

l. The herein described method of making 
>a retainer >which consists in providing .a 
sheet metal blank with divergent slits inter 
secting one another at one edge of the blank 
and extending‘at a sharp' acute angle into 
the body of the blank, thereafter bending 
that' portion of the blank between the slits 
_into angular relation with the body of the' 
blank to form a spike portion, and there~ 
after bending another portion of the blank 
back upon itself and substantially par ylel 
with the body portion to 'form' at least ne 
keeper at anl outer edge ofthe body portáon. 

2.'As a new articlel of manutactur, a' 
Sheet metal body portion having a spike 
integral therewith and extending 'from a 
point in the body portion inwardly from 
the edges of the body portion and in anguL 
lar relation to the body portion, said body 
portion being provided with a slot extend 
ing from the base 'of the spike to one edge 
of the body portion, and at least one keeper 
integral with >the body portion and bent 
toward 'the latter at an edge thereof said 
keeper extending substantially parallel with 
the face of the body portion. . 

3. As an improved article of manufacture, 
a retainer composed of a single piece of sheet ' 

. 100 metal and embodying a body portion pro 
vided inwardly of its edges with a spike 
positioned at angular relation to the said 
body portion, the body portion being pio 
vided with an angular slot toi-med by the 
Vproduction ot said spike, and angled keep 
ers bent at an angle to. the body portion. 
with their terminals parallel with and in 
relative close proximity to the outer edges 
of the body portion. 

4f. ¿is an improved article oi manufacture 
a retainer formed oi’ a single _piece oi sheet 
material with divergent slits intersecting one 
another at one edge of the body porti n, a 
spike bent jfrom the body portion atK the 
base of the angle formed by said slits, and 
keepers formed by Íree portions ̀ at the side 
edges of the body portion, >bent at an angle 
_to‘ the body portion and again substantially 
parallel to such edges. _ 
In testimony whereof, llenar llorar@ 

'napir has signed his naine to this speciiica~ 
tion this ‘lilith day oit dune, i926., 

narrar n. noureeannï 
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